A POCO NEW DEAL

GARBAGE CORRAL

*Putting artists to work!*

FOR INFORMATION OR TO APPLY VISIT CREATEPORTAGECOUNTY.ORG/PAINTTHECOUNTY

The City of Stevens Point recently (and wisely) moved a dumpster corral out of the square into a different location, but the move left components behind. We see these remaining pieces of the old corral as a cool opportunity for reuse. The brick columns are tall and stable. It’s location is ideal. What sort of community space or asset can this become?

Communities are playing around with cool shelter spaces that are more artfully designed. We love the concept of new busking spaces for informal music. Maybe this location could house a speaker system that pipes music throughout the downtown. Or maybe this is an ideal location for a winter patio with a fireplace. We want your best ideas. Put that into a proposal and send that concept to us at info@createportagecounty.org.